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METHOD FOR CONTROLLING THE FLOW EXECUTION OF A GENERATED
SCRIPT OF A BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION

This invention relates generally to blockchain technology, and more particularly to

implementing complex functionality via the blockchain. Advantageously, the invention

provides a mechanism which enables blockchain transactions to include the functionality

that would normally be provided by a control-flow structure. Thus, the invention extends

the capabilities and functionality of blockchain scripts, and thus the blockchain protocol

itself, without having to modify the underlying, existing protocol. Transactions which are

generated in accordance with the invention can be used as control mechanisms for

enabling, influencing and directing the activities of a computer-implemented process. The

invention is suited for, but not limited to, the implementation and control of automated

processes.

In this document we use the term 'blockchain' to include all forms of consensus-based

electronic, computer-based distributed ledgers, including, but not limited to blockchain and

transaction-chain technologies, permissioned and un-permissioned ledgers, shared ledgers

and variations thereof. The most widely known application of blockchain technology is

the Bitcoin ledger, although other blockchain implementations have been proposed and

developed. While Bitcoin may be referred to herein for the purpose of convenience and

illustration, it should be noted that the invention is not limited to use with the Bitcoin

blockchain and alternative blockchain implementations and protocols fall within the scope

of the present invention.

A blockchain is a consensus-based, electronic ledger which is implemented as a computer-

based decentralised, distributed system made up of blocks which in turn are made up of

transactions. Each transaction is a data structure that encodes the transfer of control of a

digital asset between participants in the blockchain system, and includes at least one input

and at least one output. Each block contains a hash of the previous block to that blocks

become chained together to create a permanent, unalterable record of all transactions

which have been written to the blockchain since its inception. Transactions contain small

programs known as scripts embedded into their inputs and outputs, which specify how and



by whom the outputs of the transactions can be accessed. On the Bitcoin platform, these

scripts are written using a stack-based scripting language.

In order for a transaction to be written to the blockchain, it must be "validated". Network

nodes (miners) perform work to ensure that each transaction is valid, with invalid

transactions rejected from the network. Software clients installed on the nodes perform this

validation work on an unspent transaction (UTXO) by executing its locking and unlocking

scripts. If execution of the locking and unlocking scripts evaluate to TRUE, the transaction

is valid and the transaction is written to the blockchain. Thus, in order for a transaction to

be written to the blockchain, it must be i) validated by the first node that receives the

transaction - if the transaction is validated, the node relays it to the other nodes in the

network; and ii) added to a new block built by a miner; and iii) mined, i.e. added to the

public ledger of past transactions.

Although blockchain technology is most widely known for the use of cryptocurrency

implementation, digital entrepreneurs have begun exploring the use of both the

cryptographic security system Bitcoin is based on and the data that can be stored on the

Blockchain to implement new systems. It would be highly advantageous if the blockchain

could be used for automated tasks and processes which are not limited to the realm of

cryptocurrency. Such solutions would be able to harness the benefits of the blockchain

(e.g. a permanent, tamper proof records of events, distributed processing etc) while being

more versatile in their applications.

In accordance with the present invention there is provided a computer-implemented

system/method as defined in the appended claims.

The invention may provide a computer-implemented method. It may be described as a

method arranged to enable, or suitable for, generating a blockchain transaction (Tx).

Additionally or alternatively, it may be described as a method for controlling the execution

of a transaction (Tx) script to control or influence whether an output associated with a

blockchain transaction can be unlocked (spent). Thus, it is a method which control or

influences a cryptographic process. It may also be described as controlling the transfer or



exchange of a resource via a blockchain network. The invention may also be described as

providing a security technique which allows or enables Turing-complete functionality to be

provided within and by blockchain scripts without compromising resilience to exploits.

Thus, the invention provides an enhanced blockchain, because it is possible to execute

transfers and exchanges across a blockchain network in a more sophisticated and

technically superior manner while preserving the security and safeguards against exploits

of the protocol.

The method may comprise the step of using a software resource to receive or generate or

otherwise derive at least one data item. The data item may also be referred to as a "signal",

"value", "parameter" or "input". The data item may be received as a signal. It may be

received from an off-chain source. Thus, the data item may be used to determine how

many times the code is copied or inserted into the script and may be determined and/or

generated outside the script. It may be generated by a computing resource as the result of a

computation. It may be generated by the use of a random or pseudo-random number

generator.

It may comprise the step of inserting, at least once, at least one portion of code into a script

associated with, or for, a blockchain transaction such that, upon execution of the script, it

provides the functionality of a control flow mechanism. The portion of code may be pre-

designated or pre-written. It may be stored in a computer-based resource and may be

retrieved from storage prior to insertion into the script.

The script may be associated with the transaction in that it forms part of the transaction

and/or can be used to lock/unlock a portion of cryptocurrency to be transferred using the

transaction.

The method may comprise the step of generating the blockchain transaction. It may

comprise the step of submitting the transaction to the blockchain network. It may comprise

the step of using the transaction to transfer a resource, or control of a resource, from one

node or party to another node or party on the network.



The behaviour/execution of the control flow mechanism may be controlled or influenced

by the at least one data item. Preferably, the script may not comprise any Turing complete

control structures (e.g. loops, recursive jumps, high level control structures) following

insertion of the at least one portion of code. Preferably, following the at least one insertion

of the at least one portion of code the script is compatible for execution on a blockchain

which uses a functionally restricted (non-Turing complete) language. This may be the

Script language used by blockchains which implement the Bitcoin protocol or variant

thereof.

The script may be associated with an input or output of the blockchain transaction. The

transaction may be generated in accordance with a blockchain protocol. This may the

Bitcoin protocol. The script may be written in the Script programming language, or

another stack-based scripting language. The script may be written in a functionally-

restricted (which may alternatively be referred to as "non-Turing Complete") language.

The language may be functionally restricted in the sense that it does not natively support

one or more control flow mechanisms such as loops and/or recursive jumps.

The method may comprise the step of inserting and/or copying the at least one portion of

code into the script more than once, and/or at more than one location within the script.

The method may comprise the step of using the at least one data item to determine how

many times the at least one portion of code is inserted/copied into the script.

The control flow mechanism may be a loop, such as a for or while loop, or a selection

control mechanism such as a switch/Case statement.

The at least one data item may be derived from a compiler which is arranged to translate

code from a High Level Language (HLL) into a blockchain transaction script.

The portion of code may include a counter or index which is incremented at least once

upon execution of the script, the counter or index being used to control or influence the

execution of the script.



The counter or index may be incremented or otherwise manipulated using values stored in

and/or retrieved from two stack-based data structures.

The invention may also comprise a computer-implemented system arranged to implement

the method of any embodiment described herein. Any aspect or feature described in

relation to the method may also apply to the corresponding system. The system may

comprise at least one computer-based resource. It may also comprise one or more

blockchain nodes.

The invention also provides a system, comprising:

a processor; and

memory including executable instructions that, as a result of execution by the

processor, causes the system to perform any embodiment of the computer-

implemented method described herein.

The invention also provides a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having

stored thereon executable instructions that, as a result of being executed by a processor

of a computer system, cause the computer system to at least perform an embodiment

of the computer-implemented method described herein.

These and other aspects of the present invention will be apparent from and elucidated with

reference to, the embodiment described herein. An embodiment of the present invention

will now be described, by way of example only, and with reference to the accompany

drawings, in which:

Figure 1 provides a simple illustration of a decentralised blockchain network, as is known

in the prior art.

Figure 2 shows a flowchart illustrating an embodiment in accordance with the invention.



Figure 3 illustrates an example network associated with a blockchain, which may be used

in accordance with the present invention.

The Bitcoin network is one example of a blockchain implementation, as shown in Figure 1 .

Bitcoin utilises a scripting language, known as Script. Script is a Forth-like language

which uses a set of primitive operators or commands, known as op codes, for the creation

of relatively simple programs. Script uses a data structure known as a stack for the

temporary storage of data items (variables and constants) during program execution. Items

are pushed onto the stack, one on top of the other, and popped off in reverse order.

Typically, items pushed onto the stack will be subsequently popped off in order to use

them as operands for the next operation. When the Script program ends, the value left on

the top of stack is the return value.

As is known in other stack-based languages such as Forth, it is often convenient to have

access to a further stack. In Script, this second stack is known as the alt stack, while the

first stack is the known as the main stack. The alt stack is typically used for storing

temporary data during script execution.

In contrast to Forth, however, Script does not feature a built-in syntax for executing

complex control flow statements such as loops. Control flow statements are programming

mechanisms which are used to influence and dictate (i.e. control) the way that a program

executes. A particular value is used to determine which path the logic takes at run time.

These values could be hard-coded into the program or provided at runtime as dynamic

input. The value(s) can then be used in a decision making process (e.g. is value a less than

or equal to value b? Does string x = "Hello World!"?). Examples of control flow

statements include while loops, for-loops and switch-case statements.

Script's prohibition of such mechanisms is a deliberate security feature: complex control

mechanisms can potentially leave the blockchain network vulnerable to exploits such as

Denial-of-Service (DOS or DDOS) attacks. The trade-off is, however, that the

programmer is restricted with respect to the way in which Script code can be written. E.g.

cannot include loops in the source code. This has led some to describe Script as being non-



Turing complete (although others refute this definition). One known Bitcoin alternative,

Ethereum, has attempted to overcome this restriction by incorporating a Turing-Complete

language into its protocol as a native feature. At the time of writing, however, Ethereum

has suffered from at least one serious exploit.

Therefore, there is a need to provide a technical solution which addresses the trade-off

between the security provided by a functionally restricted blockchain scripting language,

such as Script, and the desire to execute more complex functionality via a blockchain

platform. Ideally, this would be achieved in a manner which facilitates the coding process

eg by automation via a software resource.

The present invention provides a solution to at least this problem, and enables a

mechanism whereby the functionality of complex control flow mechanisms can be

achieved or at least emulated using a functionally restricted scripting language on the

blockchain. (Due to the debate within the field as to Script's Turing completeness, we may

refer herein to such languages as "functionally restricted" rather than "non-Turing

complete" although the terms may be used interchangeably). The examples we will use

herein, for illustrative purposes only, present solutions that allow for emulation of both for-

loops and switch-case control sequences. The skilled person will understand that other

types of control flow mechanisms may be provided by the invention.

A process which can be used in accordance with the present invention is illustrated in the

flow chart of Figure 2 . In accordance with the present invention, a determination is made

as to how the logic should be controlled within a transaction (Tx) script. For example, this

could be a pre-determination of the statements that should be executed within the body a

loop per iteration, or the statements that should be executed for each of the options (cases)

in a switch construct. These can be stored as portion(s) of code for subsequent retrieval

during the generation of the script/transaction.

Once generated or received, the determination is then used to generate the code for the

script of a blockchain transaction. This could be an unlocking script, redeem script or



unlocking script. In particular, a portion of code is inserted into the script a desired

number of times, at the appropriate location(s) within the script.

The portion of code may be, for example, the code which executes an instance of a loop, or

an option in a switch command sequence. The portion of code is repeated within the script

as required, such that one or more statements will be potentially executed based up the

value of a data item and/or evaluation of a condition. For example, if (i < 3) Then

<execute body of loop> or if (i == 2) Then <execute statement(s) and break out of switch>.

The generation of the script code can be performed manually. However, in a preferred

embodiment of the invention the code (and overall transaction) is generated by an

automated process i.e. by a suitably arranged software resource or agent executing on a

processor.

In such an embodiment, the software agent is arranged to receive or generate a data item.

This data item is an input or signal which can be used to determine the number of times the

portion of code needs to be provided within the script. The same, or another, data item can

be used to control the execution of the script during evaluation, for example by use within

a condition that controls a loop, or by use as the value against which a switch case is tested.

In addition, the portion of code can be pre-determined and stored in memory. When the

software agent needs to generate the script, the portion of code can be accessed from

memory, inserted into the script as many times as required, and adapted accordingly so as

to test the relevant control condition using the data item(s) mentioned above.

Thus, once the software agent has received the relevant data item(s), it can use that data

item to generate a transaction script which includes code to emulate complex control-flow

functionality as required at run-time. This script can be used in the generation of a

blockchain transaction which may then be submitted to the network for validation and

propagation.



Therefore, the invention can be used to control the way in which a script which is

associated with an input/output of a blockchain transaction executes. In effect, this

controls whether or not an output associated with a transaction (Tx) can be spent, and in

turn whether cryptographic ownership of an asset on the blockchain (e.g. a portion of

cryptocurrency, a token etc) can be transferred from one entity to another. In another

sense, the invention controls or influences a cryptographic process.

Examples are now provided to analyse and explain the concepts and techniques set out

above.

Example Use 1: Emulation of for-Loops

In this example, we provide a Script-based sequence of operations which emulates the

behaviour of a for-loop, as if the latter were supported natively by the language.

The loop is of the form:

for i in [K,N]

<execute statements> // the "body" of the loop
end

Let K and N be the lower and upper bound of the interval I = [K :N ], respectively. The

sequence of operations takes on the following form:

OP N OP K OP 2DUP OP SWAP OP TOALTSTACK OP TOALTSTACK

OP_GREATERTHAN
OP_IF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_lADD OP_TOALT STACK
<EXECUTE STATEMENTS>
OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_FROMALT STACK OP_2DUP OP_TOALT STACK
OP TOALTSTACK OP SWAP

OP_GREATERTHAN
OP_IF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_lADD OP_TOALT STACK
<EXECUTE STATEMENTS>
OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_FROMALT STACK OP_2DUP OP_TOALT STACK

OP TOALTSTACK OP SWAP



OP_GREATERTHAN
OP_IF
OP_FROMALTSTACK 0P_1ADD OP_TOALT STACK
<EXECUTE STATEMENTS>

OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALTSTACK OP_FROMALTSTACK OP_2DUP OP_TOALT STACK

OP TOALTSTACK OP SWAP

OP_GREATERTHAN
OP_IF
OP_FROMALTSTACK 0P_1ADD OP_TOALT STACK
<EXECUTE STATEMENTS >

OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALTSTACK OP_FROMALTSTACK OP_2DUP OP_TOALT STACK

OP_TOALT STACK OP_SWAP

OP_DROP OP_DROP

It should be noted that the box, which represents an instance of the loop, is provided
multiple times, say P times with P>N. Also, the code for the body of the loop <EXECUTE
STATEMENTS> should not modify the state of either the main stack or the alt-stack.

Loop Example 1: Loop from 0 to 2

In the example below, we assume that the code in the box is copied three times. In the

example, we verify that <EXECUTE STATEMENTS> is executed 2 times.

Considering the following piece of code:

OP 2 OP 0 OP 2DUP OP SWAP OP TOALTSTACK OP TOALTSTACK

the stack should look like this (the left column is the main stack, right column is the alt

stack)

OP_GREATERTHAN
OP_IF

OP_FROMALTSTACK OP_lADD OP_TOALT STACK
<EXECUTE STATEMENTS>

OP ENDIF



OP_FROMALT STACK OP_FROMALT STACK OP_2DUP OP_TOALT STACK
OP TOALTSTACK OP SWAP

OP_GREATERTHAN
OP_IF
OP_FROMALT STACK 0P_1ADD OP_TOALT STACK
<EXECUTE STATEMENT S>
OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_FROMALT STACK OP_2DUP OP_TOALT STACK
OP TOALTSTACK OP SWAP

OP_GREATERTHAN
OP_IF
OP_FROMALT STACK 0P_1ADD OP_TOALT STACK
<EXECUTE STATEMENT S>
OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_FROMALT STACK OP_2DUP OP_TOALT STACK
OP TOALTSTACK OP SWAP

OP DROP OP DROP

Example Use 2 : Emulation of switch-case command sequence

In this example, we describe a Bitcoin Script emulation of a switch command sequence.

We wish to emulate a command sequence of the following kind:

(switch on)

case i equals valuel
execute statements
break

case i equals value2



execute statements
break

case i equals valueN
execute statements
break

(switch off)

Now, let X be the value we wish to check for. Written using the syntax of the Bitcoin

Script language, the switch case code becomes:

OP_X OP_DUP OP_TOALT STACK
OP_l OP_EQUAL
OP_IF

<EXECUTE STATEMENTS 1>
OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_DUP OP_TOALT STACK

OP_2 OP_EQUAL
OP_IF

<EXECUTE STATEMENTS 2>
OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_DUP OP_TOALT STACK

OP_N OP_EQUAL
OP_IF

<EXECUTE STATEMENTS N>
OP_ENDIF
OP_FROMALT STACK OP_DUP OP_TOALT STACK OP_DROP

Example 1:

The input signal is OP_2. We check the code executes <EXECUTE STATEMENTS 2>

only, and we assume that the code contains three statements.

OP 2 OP DUP OP

OP 1 OP EQUAL



OP_IF
<EXECUTE STATEMENTS 1>

OP_ENDIF
OP FROMALTSTACK OP DUP OP TOALTSTACK

OP 2 OP EQUAL

OP_IF
<EXECUTE STATEMENTS 2>

OP_ENDIF
OP FROMALTSTACK OP DUP OP TOALTSTACK

OP 3 OP EQUAL

OP_IF
<EXECUTE STATEMENTS 3>

OP_ENDIF
OP FROMALTSTACK OP DUP OP TOALTSTACK

OP DROP

Blockchain Network

Reference is now made to FIG. 3 which illustrates, in block diagram form, an example

network associated with a blockchain, which may be referred to herein as a blockchain

network 100, and may be utilised for implementation of the present invention. The



blockchain network 100 is a peer-to-peer open membership network which may be joined

by anyone, without invitation or without consent from other members. Distributed

electronic devices running an instance of the blockchain protocol under which the

blockchain network 100 operates may participate in the blockchain network 100. Such

distributed electronic devices may be referred to as nodes 102. The blockchain protocol

may be a Bitcoin protocol, or other cryptocurrency, for example.

The electronic devices that run the blockchain protocol and that form the nodes 102 of the

blockchain network 100 may be of various types including, for example, computers such

as desktop computers, laptop computers, tablet computers, servers, mobile devices such as

smartphones, wearable computers such as smart watches or other electronic devices.

Nodes 102 of the blockchain network 100 are coupled to one another using suitable

communication technologies which may include wired and wireless communication

technologies. In many cases, the blockchain network 100 is implemented at least partly

over the Internet, and some of the nodes 102 may be located in geographically dispersed

locations.

Nodes 102 maintain a global ledger of all transactions on the blockchain, grouped into

blocks, each of which contains a hash of the previous block in the chain. The global ledger

is a distributed ledger and each node 102 may store a complete copy or a partial copy of

the global ledger. Transactions by a node 102 affecting the global ledger are verified by

other nodes 102 so that the validity of the global ledger is maintained. The details of

implementing and operating a blockchain network, such as one using the Bitcoin protocol,

will be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art.

Each transaction typically has one or more inputs and one or more outputs. Scripts

embedded into the inputs and outputs specify how and by whom the outputs of the

transactions can be accessed. The output of a transaction may be an address to which

value is transferred as a result of the transaction. That value is then associated with that

output address as an unspent transaction output (UTXO). A subsequent transaction may

then reference that address as an input in order to spend or disperse that value.



Nodes 102 can fulfil numerous different functions, from network routing to wallet services,

to maintain a robust and secure decentralized public ledger. "Full nodes" contain a

complete and up-to-date copy of the blockchain, and can therefore verify any transactions

(spent or unspent) on the public ledger. "Lightweight nodes" (or SPV) maintain a subset of

the blockchain and can verify transactions using a "simplified payment verification"

technique. Lightweight nodes only download the headers of blocks, and not the

transactions within each block. These nodes therefore rely on peers to verify their

transactions. "Mining nodes", which can be full or lightweight nodes, are responsible for

validating transactions and creating new blocks on the blockchain. "Wallet nodes", which

are typically lightweight nodes, handle wallet services of users. Nodes 102 communicate

with each other using a connection-oriented protocol, such as TCP/IP (Transmission

Control Protocol).

It should be noted that the above-mentioned embodiments illustrate rather than limit the

invention, and that those skilled in the art will be capable of designing many alternative

embodiments without departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the

appended claims. In the claims, any reference signs placed in parentheses shall not be

construed as limiting the claims. The word "comprising" and "comprises", and the like,

does not exclude the presence of elements or steps other than those listed in any claim or

the specification as a whole. In the present specification, "comprises" means "includes or

consists of and "comprising" means "including or consisting of. The singular reference

of an element does not exclude the plural reference of such elements and vice-versa. The

invention may be implemented by means of hardware comprising several distinct elements,

and by means of a suitably programmed computer. In a device claim enumerating several

means, several of these means may be embodied by one and the same item of hardware.

The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different dependent claims does

not indicate that a combination of these measures cannot be used to advantage.



CLAIMS:

1 . A computer-implemented method, comprising the step of:

Receiving, generating or otherwise deriving at least one data item;

inserting, at least once, at least one portion of code into a script associated with a

blockchain transaction such that, upon execution of the script, it provides the

functionality of a control flow mechanism, the behaviour of the control flow

mechanism being controlled or influenced by the at least one data item.

2 . A method according to claim 1 wherein:

the script is associated with an input or output of the blockchain transaction.

3 . A method according to claim 1 or 2 wherein:

the transaction is generated in accordance with, or for use with, a blockchain protocol.

4 . A method according to claim 3 wherein the protocol is the Bitcoin protocol or a variant

of the Bitcoin protocol.

5 . A method according to any preceding claim and comprising the step of:

inserting and/or copying the at least one portion of code into the script more than once,

and/or at more than one location within the script.

6 . A method according to any preceding claim and comprising the step of:

using the at least one data item to determine how many times the at least one portion

of code is inserted/copied into the script.

7 . A method according to any preceding claim wherein:

the control flow mechanism is a loop, such as a for loop, or a selection control

mechanism such as a switch statement.



8 . A method according to any preceding claim wherein:

the at least one data item is derived from a compiler which is arranged to translate

code from a High Level Language (HLL) into a blockchain transaction script.

9 . A method according to any preceding claim wherein:

the portion of code includes a counter or index which is incremented at least once

upon execution of the script, the counter or index being used to control or influence

the execution of the script.

10. A method according to claim 9 wherein the counter or index is incremented or

otherwise manipulated using values stored in and/or retrieved from two stack-based data

structures.

11 . A method according to any preceding claim wherein the script is written in a

language that is functionally restricted.

12. A computer-implemented system arranged to implement the method of any preceding

claim.

13. A computer readable storage medium comprising computer-executable instructions

which, when executed, configure a processor to perform the method of any one of

claims 1 to 11.

14. An electronic device comprising:
an interface device;

a processor coupled to the interface device;

a memory coupled to the processor, the memory having stored thereon

computer executable instructions which, when executed, configure the processor to

perform the method of any one of claims 1 to 11.
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